
JF MIX 3500 V 
Feed Mixers

JF MIX 3500 V ECO: the main ingredient for a winning diet!
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The JF Mix 3500 V ECO was created to meet the needs of the farmer 
that was looking for a simple, resistant and practical machine, and 
understands the crucial importance of an uniform mixture of 
forage, concentrate and minerals for the feeding of livestock.

This equipment, with easy operation and advanced technology, 
offers an efficient diet to the animals without complications.

Simple to operate, without the requirements and digital 
knowledge that are needed for the models equipped 
with weighing systems;

Robust and simple wheels and 
tires that allow to work on any type of terrain;

Built in carbon steel of high quality;

Resistant and durable planetary transmission;

Design, auger and transmission identical to the already renowned 
vertical feed mixer JF Mix 3500 V;

MOVmix system which assures an uniform mixture from the first 
to the last animal.

BENEFITS

MOVmix System: 
a more uniform mix

Feed opening: addition of 
balanced feed

Complete tank: carbon steel

TECHNICAL SPECS

Capacity
Width
Height

Required power at PTO

Tires
Weight (without load)Required rotation at PTO

From 50hp

2377kg

10.5/65-16 RA 28 8 

2650mm

2180mm

not included

not included

not included
3,5m3
tractor-mounted

540 RPM

Drive

Discharge door on the right side

Weighing cell
Discharge belt

Electronic weighing scale
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The JF Mix 3500 V ECO was created to meet the needs of the farmer 
that was looking for a simple, resistant and practical machine, and 
understands the crucial importance of an uniform mixture of 
forage, concentrate and minerals for the feeding of livestock.

This equipment, with easy operation and advanced technology, 
offers an efficient diet to the animals without complications.

Simple to operate, without the requirements and digital 
knowledge that are needed for the models equipped 

tires that allow to work on any type of terrain;

Built in carbon steel of high quality;

Resistant and durable planetary transmission;


